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Affordance: What and why ? How does it relate to Fact Extraction and Verification (FEVER) ?
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= Role Complementarity

Using a very simple method for finding complementary roles we can: 

• Discover how different concepts may interact, according to their 
respective roles (as agent, patient, location, manner, etc.). 

• Works for associated or related concepts such as doctor/patient as 
well as unrelated concepts such as newspaper/face.

Infer additional Extractions (cf. Frame Semantics) 

‘Cumberbatch portrayed Turing in The Imitation Game’ 

• Those who ‘portray’ are usually actors 
• Things ‘portrayed’ are usually film characters 
• Places of ‘portrayal’ are usually films

Plausibility is easier to assess than Truth*. 
• ‘A Floppy disk lined with turnips.’ 

Implausible - likely no evidence. 
• ‘Dan Trachtenberg is a person.’ 

Plausible and typical - implicit evidence 
• ‘Sarah Hyland is a New Yorker.’ 

Plausible and atypical - req. explicit evidence
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• SRL-based contexts complementary to adjacency contexts for 
word representations (word2vec, GloVe, fastText, etc.). 

• Provided a solution for performing Relational Inferences in 
Distributional Semantic Models. 

• Provided the components for assessing Semantic Plausibility, 
which should be useful for Fact Verification.

*hypothetically…

Leveraging DSMs based on lexical 
adjacency contexts (A) to reduce 

sparsity through linear combinations, 
similarly to works in translation.

A not necessarily trained on 
the same corpus.

High-dimensional sparse matrix.

Extract Predicate-Argument Structures (PASs) 
from Wikipedia using end-to-end neural 
Semantic Role Labeling [He et. al 2018]

155Kx18K (98.7% sparse after interpolation, from 99.6%)

PAS co-occurrence freqs. w/PPMI

Many definitions, but we go with Glenberg 2000: 
• Action possibilities between things, directly perceived or otherwise. 
• Basis for the Indexical Hypothesis, which was proposed as a grounded 

alternative to the prevalent Distributional Hypothesis. 
• Inherently relational and capable of representing Commonsense knowledge, 

missing features from current DSMs [Camacho-Collados and Pilhevar 2018]

Ours (A2Avecs) performs competitively with adjacency-
based lexical contexts, but the dependency-based 
embeddings of Levy and Goldberg 2014 still perform 
better. 
Curiously, applying SVD to reduce our explicit 18k dimensions into the 
standard 300 latent dimensions hurts performance significantly.

Word Similarity Tasks are the standard for evaluating word representations.

Interestingly, this solution is markedly better, significantly 
outperforming fastText 600B on challenging tasks such as 
SimLex-999 (specially nouns). 

To be rigorous, we concatenated the same latent embeddings to the 
dependency-based embeddings, and found that this combination wasn’t 
beneficial.

What if we try concatenating our PAS-based vectors with latent embeddings trained on larger corpora (fastText 600B)?
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Best result uses PASs extracted from Wikipedia, interpolated (M+) using 
fastText 600B, and also concatenated (||) with fastText 600B.

(association to affordance vectors)


